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“Coming together is beginning
Staying together is a progress
And working together is success”
Dear Parents,
It gives us immense pleasure to welcome our tiny tots to Class1This is a year of important
transitions as well as one in which acquisition of new skills is accelerated.. The colourful and
bright setup of the classroom will make the learning process a fruitful and enjoyable journey!!
To continue the joy of learning, we have several activities planned for the month of April.
To begin with we have ‘Parents’ Day Out’ on12 April (1A, B, C) and 13April (1D,and F) It will give
you an opportunity to familiarize yourself with the curriculum of class 1 and important do’s and
don’ts.
As rightly said, ‘Books are great, books are fun, they let you do what you have never
done!!’ So to foster and retain interest in books and reading, we will be observing the annual
‘Literary Days’on 24th and 25th April.Our reading programme for the young ones will continue
beyond the Literary Days. We plan to have ‘DEAR Time’ (Drop Everything and Read), regularly.
We would like to suggest to parents to inculcate the habit of reading to and with your child
everyday.. The more your child is exposed to language, the easier it will be for him/her to
incorporate new skills in reading and writing in the classroom.
We will begin the session with the value –MAKING FRIENDS-BUILDING BRIDGES. To
highlight the importance of friends and friendship, in the music classes Kamal sir and Rajeev sir
will teach friendship songs like ‘The more we get together’ . In the art classes’ children will be
introduced to shapes, their uniqueness and magic of creating animal imagery with circles,
squares, rectangles and triangles!!Art day has been organised for the junior school kids on 11 th
and 12thMay.

In the craft classes children will enter the world of amazing animals
and will have fun making a creepy crawly, butterfly, snake,and
ladybug and bumble bee. In the dance class, Rahul sir will introduce
the basic steps of Indian dance to the children and Renate ma’am’s
class; they will enjoy dancing to the music of Strauss and Mozart.
Our outing planned for this month is to Lodi Garden, where children will see the diverse
colours of spring in full bloom. To beat the heat of summers, we will be teaching our young chefs
to make NimbuPaaniin cooking without fire. In P. E., Manisha ma’am will conduct various
exercises and activities to improve agility, balance and coordination in children. This will be in
addition to the games and free- play in P.E. Classes.
In E.V.S. the children will learn different ways to save the Earth and will also make a
booklet on saving the earth and take part in various activities related to Earth Day.
Besides these activities, our subjects will build on the following concepts
English:
.

Revision of blends done in Prep

.

Introduction to sentence structure

.

Revision of sight words done in Prep

.
Show and Tell (we encourage the children to bring books of anything created
by them rather than toys)
.

The slow and fast song.

Number work:
.

Counting numbers up to 99

.

Before, after and between numbers

.

Simple horizontal addition

.

Revision of number names from zero to ten

.

Bundling and Number Concepts till 30

.

Writing Numbers from 20 to 40

(worksheets)

Hindi:

.

Learning to write letters and words correctly between the lines

.

Revision of work done in Prep

.

Introducing आ and its matra(T)

.

Relevant pages in the book

It is for our children’s safety that we will strictly follow the dispersal rule of handing
over the child only on showing the I – Card. We request you to please send the child’s ID
card with the person coming to pick your ward. The old prep ID – card will be valid till the
new ones are ready.
We look forward to having a great year ahead.

Ms SuruchiLal
(Junior School Incharge)

